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This work is devoted to the study of the behavior of stochastic evolution 
equations, obtained from stochastic flows, under the multiplicative transformations 
corresponding to the flows of Cameron-Martin transformations. 0 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [9, 12, and 131 we have shown that a distribution on a finite dimen- 
sional Euclidean space becomes a semimartingale with values in Q’(Wd) 
under a stochastic coordinate transformation corresponding to the flows of 
diffusion processes with regular coefhcients. This semimartingale satisfies a 
certain kind of equation, called stochastic partial differential equation or 
stochastic evolution equation. In the papers indicated above, using an 
integration by parts formula for the nuclear space-valued semimartingales, 
we have proved also uniqueness of the solutions of these equations. In this 
work we study the perturbation of these equations via Cameron-Martin 
transformation. By applying the integration by parts formula we show that 
the perturbed equations have also unique solutions. In the forthcoming 
papers these results will be applied to the filtering of the diffusion processes 
and the extension of Feynman-Kac formula to the whole space of the dis- 
tributions. The uniqueness of the above equations permits us, in particular, 
that their solutions are the Markov processes with values in the spaces of 
the distributions. 
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I. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
In the following we will study exclusively on the space of the dis- 
tributions, however, the techniques that we use are valuable for a large 
class of nuclear spaces, hence the definitions are given in an abstract frame. 
0 denotes a complete nuclear space whose continuous dual @’ is nuclear 
under its strong topology fl(@‘, CD), denoted by CD;. If U is an absolutely 
convex neighbourhood (of zero) in @, @j(U) denotes the quotient set 
@/p;'(O) completed with respect to the gauge function pu of U and k(U) 
represents the canonical mapping from 0 onto Q(U). If V/c U is another 
such neighbourhood, k(U, V): Q(V) + G(U) is defined by k(U)= 
k( U, V) ok( V). Let us recall that Cp is called nuclear if there exists a 
neighbourhood base % in @ such that, for any UE@, there exists VE%!, 
I/C U, for which k( U, V) is a nuclear mapping. If B is a bounded, 
absolutely convex subset of @, we note by @[B] the completion of the sub- 
space (of CD) spanned by B with respect to the norm pe (i.e., the gauge 
function of B). It is well known that (cf. [7]) in each nuclear space @, there 
exists a neighbourhood base %!J@) such that, for any UE %$,(cD), Q(U) is a 
separable Hilbert space whose dual can be identified by @‘[U’], u” being 
the polar of U and @ is the projective limit of 
We denote by ,X,(Q) the set 
{u”: UEqp;p)) 
and X,(@b) is defined by interchanging @ and @P;g. 
(a, 9, P) denotes a complete probability space with a right continuous 
increasing filtration {e; t 2 0} of the sub-o-algebras of 9. & is supposed 
to contain all the P-negligeable subsets of 0. S” represents the space of the 
eigenvalence classes (modulo evanescent processes) of real-valued semimar- 
tingales. We recall that one can define a distance on S” under which it is a 
(non-locally convex) Frechet space (cf. [4] and the references therein). If x 
is a special semimartingale (cf. [4]) with its canonical decomposition 
x=m+a, a,=O, 
where m is a local martingale and a is a previsible process of finite 
variation, we note by (IxllP the following quantity: 
II II = (I XP [m,m]z2+ LP(R,.F.P) 
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where [m, m] denotes the quadratic variation process associated to (cf. 
[4, 61). The set of special semimartingales for which 11 * lip is finite is a 
Banach space under the norm 11. lip and it is denoted by Sp (c.f. [4]). 
The concept of stochastic process will be extended to @’ in the following 
manner: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be the set 
x= (A-5 UE%/@#q}, 
where X” is a stochastic process with values in the separable Hilbert space 
Q’(U). X is called a projective system of stochastic processes (on CD’) if, for 
any U, T/E +&,(@b), VC U, k( U, V) 0 XV, and X” are undistinguishable. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let X be a projective system of stochastic processes on 
CD’. We say that X has a limit in CD’ if there exists a mapping x’ on R + x 52 
with values in @’ such that, for any t 2 0, Xi is a random variable fom 
(0,9) into (CD’, %(@‘)), where U( @‘) is the cylindrical a-algebra of CD’, and 
for any UE %!J@;P), 
XY=k(U)OX: a.e., t 2 0, 
where X” is the element of X corresponding to U. 
In [9] we have proved the following: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that @ is a nuclear FrPchet space or strict 
inductive limit of a sequence of nuclear Frbchet spaces. Then, any projective 
system of stochastic processes on @’ has a limit in Qi’. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let X be a projective system of stochastic processes on 
@’ with a limit Y in a’. The pair (X, JC’) is called a g-process. We say that 
(X, JJ’) or X possesses the property n if any element F’ of X possesses the 
property n in Q’(U). 
If X is a separable Hilbert space and Z is a semimartingale with values 
in X, we denote by [Z, a the following process: 
where AZ, = Z, - Z,- , Z’ is the continuous local martingale part of Z 
and (Z, Z> is the unique previsible process of finite variation such that 
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is a local martingale (cf. [6]). The set of semimartingales with values in !X 
is denoted by s’(Z). If ZE S’(S) is a special semimartingale with its 
canonical decomposition 
Z=M+A, A,=0 
(defined as in the finite dimensional case) we define 
IIZII, = 
II 
CM ME*+ jam lldA,ll~~~ 
Lq62,~F.Pl’ 
pz 1. 
As in the finite dimensional case, the elements of S’(X) for which )I . IIP is 
finite is a Banach space under the norm 1) . lip and is denoted by SP(%). 
DEFINITION 1.4. A g-process X on CD’ is called a semimartingale on @’ 
if, for any U E @,J@b), X” is a semimartingale with values in W(U). 
Similarly X is called an SP-semimartingale, for p 3 1, if X” belongs to 
Sp(@‘( U)) for any UE @,J @;1). The set of semimartingales (resp. P- 
semimartingales) on 0’ will be denoted by So(W) (resp. Sp(@‘)). 
The following result has been proved in [ 121: 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that X’ is a stochastic process with values in 
(CD’, ‘%( @I)) such that, for any cp E @, the process 
has a modtjiication which is a real-valued semimartingale. Then there exists a 
unique projective system of semimartingales 
x= {P: UE %&#y} 
such that (X, X’) is a semimartingale on CD’. 
The following result is shown in [9, 111: 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that (X, X’) belongs to S’(W). Then there exists 
a stochastic process 8 with values in @’ having right continuous trajectories 
with left limits such that, for any U E %,,(@b), k(U) 0 8 and X” are 
undistinguishable. 
If @I, is a nuclear Frechet space we have (cf. [9]). 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that @b is a nuclear FrCchet space and x’ is a 
stochastic process with values in W such that, for any cp E @J the mapping 
(4 WI H (x:(o), cp > 
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has a modification which is a semimartingale. Then there exists a right con- 
tinuous stochastic process 2 with left limits in @’ such that k(U) 08 is in 
S”(@‘( U)) for any U E @,,(@b) and X: = J?‘t a.e., for any t 2 0. Moreover, for 
any T> 0, there exists a probability P equivalent to P, a compact set K 
belonging to X,(@b) and a semimartingale Y in S&(@‘[K])“, where 
S~(@‘[K])” denotes @‘[K]-valued (S’, P)-semimartingales indexed by 
[0, T], such that the image of Y in @’ under the natural injection and 8 are 
undistinguishable on [0, T] x 52. 
THEOREM 1.4. (cf. [9]) (Integration by parts formula). Suppose that Z 
is in S’(W) and X is in S”(Q). Then the mapping 
(6 ml++ (Z,(@), X,(o) > 
has a modification which is a semimartingale and if K E X,(@g) absorbs Z as 
a @‘[K]-valued semimartingale (cf Theorem 1.2), then 
(Z,,X,)= j$ZlX~:)+ j’(Z,JdX:.)+[z,xKo], (1.1) 
0 0 
a.e., where XKO is the element of {X”; U E 42,,(@~)} for U = K”. Moreover, 
the right-hand side of (1.1) is independent of any particular choice of K. 
The following applications of these results are proved in [9]. 
FROFQSITION 1.1. Suppose that k is an element of S”(Wd), d 2 1, and R is 
an element of 9(rWd). Let 8 be defined as 
&), = R(cp(. + k,)h cp E s2q2d). 
Then f defines a linear, sequentially continuous mapping from Q((w”) into 
S”. Moreover there exists a right continuous stochastic process 8 with left 
limits which is a semimartingale such that, for any cp E 9(Wd), one has 
up to an evanescent process and 8. (cp) belongs to the equivalence class &(cp), 
for any cp E 9(rWd). Zf R is a distribution of compact support one can read the 
proposition replacing 9’( IWd) by J?‘( IWd) (i.e., the distributions of compact sup- 
port) and 9( Wd) by b( Wd) (i.e., the space of Coo-functions on W”). 
683/18/2-9 
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Let us denote by (x,(0, x); t > 0, x E IX’, w  EQ} the solution of the 
following It& equation: 
dx,(x) = b(x,(x)) dt + 4x,(x)) dW, 
x0(x) =x 
where b and 0 are C”-vector fields with values respectively in Rd and 
Rd@ Wd, having bounded derivatives of all orders and ( W,) is the d-dimen- 
sional Wiener process starting from zero. 
Using the theory of vector measures, we have shown in [9] the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. There exists a semimartingale z with values in 
S(lR”, Wd) (i.e., P-functions with values in Rd), having continuous trajec- 
tories such that, for any XE Wd, a(x), and {x,(x); t 3 0} are 
undistinguishable. 
The following result is an application of the integration by parts formula 
(cf. Theorem 1.4) and Proposition 1.1: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that k is in S”(Rd). Then { nn,(k,); t > 0} is a 
semimartingale with values in Rd satisfying the following relation: 
I: = k; + 1’ bt(K,(k,)) ds + S’ oti(n,(k,)) dWi + 1: (DiZi(k,- ) dkf 
0 0 
+; j-i (D,n;)(k,_ ) d(k’*‘, kLc), 
+ 1; Pm a/i)(ns(kx- ))(Djnr)(k,-) d( W, kivc), 
+ 1 lIzi - ni(ks- I- (DiniNk,- 1 dkfl 
o<sszr 
for I= 1,2 ,..., d, up to an evanescent process. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (i) Suppose that o-l exists and it has bounded 
derivatives of all orders. Then the martingale 
Z,(x) = exp jr (a-‘b)(x,(x)) dW, 
0 
- f Jb’ (a-% b)(x,(x)) ds , a = oo*, 
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can be modified as an tP(Rd)-valued martingale with continuous trajectories 
(it will be denoted by the same letter). Moreover, for any FE&“(!R~), one has 
(F, Z> = (6 1) + j-’ (f’, Z,(b-‘b)(d . 11, dWs> (1.2) 
0 
up to an evanescent process. 
(ii) Suppose that k is a semimartingale with values in Rd. Then 
(t, w) + Zt(w, k,(o) is a semimartingale such that 
Z,(k,) = 1 + 1’ D,Z,(k,- ) dkf +; 1; D,Z,(k,+ ) d( kisc, kLc), 
0 
+ 1 CZs(ks) - Zs(ks- ) - DiZs(ks- ) dkfl 
o<s<r 
+ St Zsk WWk,- 1) b(n,(k,- 11, dWs) 
0 
+ j; [Zs(ks- 1 D, aG’(ns(ks- 1) Djni(ks-) bm(ns(ks- 1) 
+Z,(ks- 1 aG’(ns(ks- )) D/b”‘(ns(k,-)) DjErf(kk-) 
+ DjZ,(k,-)(o’b)i(n,(k,-))] d( w’, k”), 
up to an evanescent process, where a,;’ denotes (c’)~~. 
Proof The first part of the proposition follows from Proposition 1.2. 
and Eq. (1.2) is a consequence of the continuity of the trajectories of (Z,) 
and Theorem 1.3. For the second part it is sufftcient to apply the 
integration by parts formula to (dk,, Z,( . )) by the help of Proposition 1.1. 
and Eq. (1.2). Note that, by Theorem 1.3., for any T> 0, there exists a 
probability measure equivalent to P such that {Z,; t < T} belongs to 
S’,(&(Rd)) for this measure and this justifies the applicability of the 
integration by parts formula. Q.E.D. 
II. CAMERON-MARTIN TRANSFORMATION AND 
STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
Let T be any element of 9’(Rd), b a Cm-vector field on lRd with bounded 
derivatives. Define (X, ; t > 0) as 
R(cp),= J’(b(.+~,),d~,)-~J~(b,b)(.+~,)ds 
0 )> 
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for cp E g( I?‘). If we denote the exponential martingale by (Z,(x)) by Ito’s 
formula and integration by parts formula we have 
cPCx + wt) zt(x) = Cp(x) + jr zs(x) DicP(x + ws) dw3 
0 
+; j-; dq( . + IV,) Z,(x) ds 
+ j’ D;cp(x + W,) b’(x + W,) Z,y(x) ds. 
0 
Each of these integrals can be modified as a B(W’)[K]-valued integral 
for some KE&(~(R~)) (cf. [9]), hence we have 
+ j’ T(bicp), dWi, + jr ~(bJI’cps), ds. 
0 0 
Hence 2 is a linear, sequentially continuous mapping from $S(W’) into 
S” and Theorem 1.1. implies the existence of a g-process which is a 
semimartingale on W(Rd). Moreover, all the discontinuities are due to the 
discontinuities of (IV,) and (Z,), hence there exists a stochastic process (X,) 
with values in W(W“) having almost surely continuous trajectories such 
that, for any U E 4&(@(B), k(U) 0 X is a W( I@)( U)-valued semimartingale. 
Hence, for any cp E 24( I?‘), we have 
dX,(rP)= C -D,Jfs(~p) + (biXs)(V)l dJJ’i+ [i ~Jfs(cP)-~i(~‘~s)(cP)l ds 
Jfo(cp) = T(cph (11.1) 
up to an evanescent process. 
Remark. If b = 0, then (X,) satisfies 
dX,(cp) = 4 AX,(q) dt - D,X,(cp) dW’,, Xo(cp) = T(cp)- 
Hence, Cameron-Martin transformation changes the drift and the dif- 
fusion coefficients of (X,). 
THEOREM II. 1. For any T E 9’( W’), Eq. (II. 1) has a unique solution. 
ProoJ: First, note that, by Theorem 1.3., (Z;‘(x)= l/Z,(x); t 20, 
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XE R”} is an element of S”(&(Wd)). Let us suppose that (X,) is any solution 
of (11.1). Define Y, as 
Y,(4)) = X,(44. - Wt))* 
Using the integration by parts formula we have 
Y,(rp)=~(cp)+j“((-Diy~,rp)+((bi~~)*~-~~:rp))dW: 
0 
+ j; CD, Ys, cp > dW: - s’ d Ys(cp) ds 
0 
Hence 
+ 
s 
’ (D;(b’X,) * 6 - w,, cp) ds. 
0 
Yt(c~)= T(V) + Jo’ CbiJ’x, CP( . - Ws)> dwt. 
Moreover, we have 
dZ,‘(x) = f(b, b)(x + W,) dt - b,(x + W,) dW; 
Z&l(X) = 1. 
Applying the integration by parts formula we have 
(Y,,cpZ;‘)=T(cp)+ j'((biX,)*6-~~,rpZ,')dW', 
0 
+ J; <x, * 6 - w,, cpz; ‘(b, 6~ . + ws)> ds 
- f(xs*6- s w,, Z; Wi( . + WA> dK 0 
Hence, 
= T(q) a.e. 
Y,z,-l = (X, * 6- w,)Z;l = T a.e. 
so 
X, = (TZ,) * 6 w, a.e., 
since both sides are continuous (in 9’(iRd)), they are undistinguishable. 
Q.E.D. 
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We shall apply the same method to the non-linear flows: Let 
{xt(x); I > 0} be the solution of following equation: 
dx,(x) = a(x,(x)) . dW, 
x0(x) = x E R”, 
where e and u- ’ are C” and they have bounded derivatives of all orders. If 
is known that (cf. [2]) a.s. for any t 2 0, x + ~~(0, x) is a diffeomorphism 
(cf. Proposition 1.2). We denote by (2,) the b(@)-valued martingale 
obtained from 
ev 
U 
; W’W,(x))t dw,) -;J; (a-‘, b)(x,(x)) ds}. 
If TE !?3’( IV’), define X, as 
x,(cp)=<T,Z,(.)~o~~(.)). 
It is not difficult to show that (X,; t 2 0) is a semimartingale with values 
in g’(Wd), having almost surely continuous trajectories, satisfying the 
following equation: 
dX,(q) = [f Dij(ai’X,)(cp) - D,(b’X,)(cp)] dr 
- [D’(ujiX,)(cp) + @‘o,+)(q)] dW; 
xo(cp) = T(v)> 
(11.2) 
where ei’denotes (o-l),+ We shall show that Eq. (11.2) has one and only 
one solution for any TE ~‘(IR“). First we recall that the inverse of the dif- 
feomorphism x + rc((o, x), denoted by ~((0, x) can be modified as an 
b(llV, Rd)-valued semimartingale (cf. [9]) and for any x E Rd, 
Y,(X) =x + M,(x) + A,(x) 
where 
M,(x) = - j-I (Jn,’ KY,(X)) 4~) dws, 
0 
fcb) = -; c, jr (Jlr,‘)(y,(x))(D27C,)km,(ys(x)) 
kmJl ’ 
’ C(JnY1)(Ys(x)) a(x)lml C(Jn,‘)(YAx)) 4x)ljI dY 
+ k;l J: (JnP’)ti(Ys(X)) Okmfx) DIcki A, i = l,..., d, 
where Jn, is the Jacobian marix of rc,. 
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THEOREM 11.2. For any T E 9’( Rd), Eq. (11.2) has a unique solution. 
Proof For the notational simplicity we shall work with d = 1. Using the 
integration by parts formula we shall calcvlate (X,, cp 0 yt( . ) ), where (X,) 
is any solution of (11.2). Using the finite dimensional Ito’s formula, 
Theorem 1.3. and integration by parts formula we have (cf. [9] for further 
details) 
+ j; X,(~D~(Y,)(D~,‘(Y,)(D~~C,)(Y,)) ds 
- ~WWYJW- ‘)(vs)) ds. I 0 
Hence 
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Define H, as 
For any 9 EZ~(IR), (H,(9); tB0) is a semimartingale. Hence from 
Theorem 1.1, there exists a projective system of continuous semimartingales 
(HU; UE ‘J&h(W( &I))) admitting H as a limit, Let T> 0 and choose 
KE &($3(R)) such that 9 E$B(R)[K] and (9. (aF1b)(nl); t < T} E 
Si(Z4(R)[K]). Then 
Ht(9)=(Hfo19)=T(9)+ jr(H:‘19.(o-‘b)(n,))dW, a.e. 
0 
for t < T. Choosing K sufliciently large we can also suppose tat Z-‘9, 
9s; w’mL) d s are also in S~(62(lR)[K]). Then an application of 
integration by parts formula gives that 
hence 
W,,Z;%)=<T,9) a.e., 
CZ,T, 907~~) = <xl, 9> a.e. 
Since (X,) has almost surely continuous trajectories the proof is completed. 
Q.E.D. 
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